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We process and interpret nine-component (three component recordings of two shear sources ad
one compressional source) surface seismic data and two nearby VSPs to characterize the
fractured carbonate reservoir in the Dogger Formation in the Paris Basin. This is achieved by
analysing .differential  changes in the various attributes of the vector wavefield, such as velocities
Kp YISI ; &, /I&); travel times (fqSI-fqSZ) and amplitudes (A,,, ; A,,,).

Careful processing is required to preserve and recover these attributes. In processing the
VSPs, we use a deterministic approach based upon a convolution sequence of 3x3 matrix
operators. However, in processing the surface data, we mainly use statistical approaches except
wavefield  separation. The surface data also require careful data-conditioning procedures including
multicomponent amplitude correction to compensate for near-surface anomalies (Li 1994), and
shear-wave window elimination to compensate for polarization variations with offset. The data
is relatively noisy, and stacking velocities are interpreted with correlations to the VSPs and the
sonic logs. Stack sections of the P-wave, the faster and slower shear-wave are then obtained.

To interpret the results, we take a straightforward approach. We quantify depth variations
of wavefield attributes from the two VSPs, and lateral variations from the surface data. Thus. the
correlation between the VSPs and surface data is essential. With careful processing, we obtained
a very good correlation between the stack sections and their corresponding VSP corridor stacks
(Figure 1, as an example). The reflections from the bottom of the Dogger (the reservoir layer)
can be identified, while the top of the Dogger is very weak and diffkult to follow (Figure 1).

Interval time delays of the split shear-waves within the reservoir layer (the Dogger) are
calculated from the Kimmeridgian to the bottom of the Dogger because the layers between the
Gnmeridgian  and the top of the Dogger are thought to be isotropic (Lefeuvre et al 1992). In the
VSPs there is little time-delay built up from the Kimmeridgian to the top of the Dogger. Interval
time delays within the reservoir is observed in the surface data after removing the near-surface
anisotropy (Figure 2). Along the bottom of the Dogger, lateral variations in time delays can be
observed, which may be interpreted as lateral variations in fracture intensity within the reservoir.

The VSPs and surface data all show little variations in fracture orientation both vertically
and laterally. The overall orientation found in the VSPs and surface data is about N 140”E and
almost con&@ with depth. Detailed lateral variations in fracture orientation are studied using the
colour coded &a& sections of the instantaneous polarizations.
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Figure 1. The final stack section of the slower shear-wave and its tie with the corridor stacks
of the slower shear-wave of VSP 2.

Figure 2. Portions of the
stack sections of the faster
and slower shear-waves
showing the mistie at the
well 2 (VSP 2). Note that
there is a background mistie
of 30 ms caused by the
anisotropy in the near
surface. After removing it
and aligning the overburden,
there is still a mistie of 20
ms at the bottom of the
Dogger (the reservoir layer).
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